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SUMMARY

The huge conformational space stemming from the
inherent flexibility of peptides is among the main ob-
stacles to successful and efficient computational
modeling of protein-peptide interactions. Current
peptide docking methods typically overcome this
challenge using prior knowledge from the structure
of the complex. Here we introduce AnchorDock, a
peptide docking approach, which automatically tar-
gets the docking search to the most relevant parts
of the conformational space. This is done by precom-
puting the free peptide’s structure and by computa-
tionally identifying anchoring spots on the protein
surface. Next, a free peptide conformation un-
dergoes anchor-driven simulated annealing molecu-
lar dynamics simulations around the predicted
anchoring spots. In the challenging task of a
completely blind docking test, AnchorDock pro-
duced exceptionally good results (backbone root-
mean-square deviation % 2.2Å, rank %15) for 10 of
13 unbound cases tested. The impressive perfor-
mance of AnchorDock supports amolecular recogni-
tion pathway that is driven via pre-existing local
structural elements.

INTRODUCTION

Peptides play a pivotal role in the regulation and modulation of

the crowded protein network in the cell (Petsalaki and Russell,

2008) andmay provide a starting point for drug discovery (Chap-

nik et al., 2014). Peptides as drug candidates have the potential

to combine the advantages of small molecules such as cell

permeability and cost-effectiveness with the high specificity of

large biological compounds (Vlieghe et al., 2010).

High-throughput methods for peptide screening (Molek et al.,

2011) produce huge amounts of sequence data and an ever-

increasing demand for structural information. Determining the

atomic structure of protein-peptide complexes by experimental

methods such as X-ray or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

is costly and time consuming, and is particularly challenging

for highly flexible peptides and for transient interactions (Perkins

et al., 2010). Therefore, complimentary computational modeling

methods for the prediction, modification, and rational design of
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protein-peptide interactions are needed (Rubinstein and Niv,

2009).

One of the main obstacles in computational modeling of pro-

tein-peptide complexes is the computational effort required for

sampling the huge conformational space that is theoretically

accessible by the inherently flexible peptides. Current high-res-

olution peptide docking methods use several strategies to over-

come this challenge: some methods are limited to very short

peptides or to peptides with specific types of secondary struc-

ture; to further limit the conformational space, the flexibility of

the protein backbone is usually not taken into account and a

very restricted docking site on the protein is predefined. Further-

more, most methods require some information about the struc-

ture of the native complex in order to guide the docking process.

Peptide docking approaches have recently been reviewed (Lon-

don et al., 2013) and we only mention here two leading generic

high-resolution peptide docking approaches that were success-

fully applied to unbound docking sets: FlexPepDock (Raveh

et al., 2011) and HADDOCK (Trellet et al., 2013). FlexPepDock,

a Monte-Carlo andminimization-based method, allows flexibility

of the protein side chains within a defined docking site and full

flexibility of the peptide. It uses fragment-based sampling for

the generation of hundreds of different peptide backbone con-

formations. Raveh et al. (2011), superimposed each conforma-

tion on a randomly selected peptide residue derived from the

structure of the native complex, reaching �50% success rate

for docking to unbound protein structures (Raveh et al., 2011).

HADDOCK is a well-established data-driven protein-protein

docking method that was recently optimized and tested for

modeling protein-peptide interactions (Trellet et al., 2013). This

method starts with rigid body energy minimization-based

docking of three different conformations (extended, helix, poly-

proline-II) of the peptide, followed by flexible simulated anneal-

ing molecular dynamics (SAMD) simulations of the peptide and

protein interface residues in implicit solvent. Using a restricted

definition of the binding site (protein residues within 5Å from

the bound peptide), HADDOCK produced impressive peptide

docking results. The performance in a less restricted site is yet

to be demonstrated for this data-driven approach, which is de-

signed to actively maximize the contacts with the predefined

docking site residues.

In many real-life problems, prior knowledge about the native

complex is not available to guide the docking or to restrict the

definition of the docking site, requiring a broader definition of

the docking site or even a blind docking search over the entire

protein surface. Encouraging advances have been made in the

predictions of peptide binding sites methods (Lavi et al., 2013;
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Figure 1. Schematic Representation of the

AnchorDock Method

Numbers from 1 to 4 correspond to the different

steps of the algorithm: 1. Initial preparation of the

molecules. 2. Precomputing the structure of the

free peptide and anchoring spots on the protein. 3.

Scattering peptides around anchoring spots. 4.

Anchor-driven SAMD simulation.
Saladin et al., 2014) and in methods that tackle the completely

blind docking problem; these include the use of rapid molecular

dynamics with weighted electrostatics (Dagliyan et al., 2011) and

matching fragments of interacting backbone patterns (Ver-

schueren et al., 2013). Yet, high-resolution protein-peptide

models can rarely be produced by these methods. Attempts to

refine low-resolution predictions (i.e. using FlexPepDock) have

had limited success so far (Dagliyan et al., 2011).

The Levinthal paradox (Levinthal, 1968) brilliantly emphasized

the enormous gap between combinatorial theories and the phys-

icochemical processes that underlie folding and recognition in

nature. Therefore, our strategy is to incorporate molecular

recognition elements into the docking procedure so that the sys-

tem visits only the most relevant parts of the conformational

space.

The different mechanisms of molecular recognition, such as

lock and key (Fischer, 1894), conformational selection (Monod

et al., 1965), and induced fit (Koshland et al., 1958), are currently

assumed to co-exist (Changeux and Edelstein, 2011). It is

commonly accepted that the initial recognition proceeds via an

encounter complex, enabled by conformer selection (Boehr

et al., 2009) and dominated by electrostatic forces (Ubbink,

2009). It was also suggested that the encounter complex could

be formed via pre-existing local lock and key interactions be-

tween protruding anchor residues of one molecule that pack

into a pocket on the other molecule (Rajamani et al., 2004),

avoiding kinetically costly structural rearrangements at the

core of the interaction. Anchor residues, which very often also

serve as energetic hot spots, namely interface residues that

make a dominant energetic contribution to the stabilization of

the complex, were found to be very useful for de novo design

of protein interfaces (Schreiber and Fleishman, 2013) and have

an important role in molecular recognition. This is particularly

true for protein-peptide interactions with their high number of

interface hot spots (London et al., 2010). Thus, it is possible to

guide the docking process toward experimentally known, such

as in the cases of PDZ domains (Niv and Weinstein, 2005) and

MHC complexes (Bordner and Abagyan, 2006), or computation-
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ally identified (Ben-Shimon and Eisen-

stein, 2010; Ben-Shimon and Niv, 2011)

anchoring spots.

Here, we introduce AnchorDock, a

general high-resolution peptide docking

approach that does not rely on experi-

mental information regarding the struc-

ture of the complex. The method starts

by folding the free peptide in solution

and in parallel identifies anchoring spots

on the surface of the protein using
ANCHORSmap (Ben-Shimon and Eisenstein, 2010). Multiple

flexible SAMD simulations are then carried out where specific

residues of a pre-folded peptide conformation are tethered to

the pre-computed anchoring spots. This algorithm design as-

sumes that the initial recognition proceeds via an encounter

complex that is driven by local structural elements that pre-exist

in the structures of the free partners.

AnchorDock is first applied to a set of unbound proteins using

a relatively wide definition of the binding site and next to the

same proteins, but without defining the binding site at all,

providing excellent results for almost all of the test cases.

RESULTS

Overview of the AnchorDock Peptide Docking Protocol
Rigid docking of multiple calculated conformations of a free

peptide over the protein surface was recently used to predict

peptide binding sites (Saladin et al., 2014). AnchorDock aims

to obtain a high-resolution peptide-protein complex by predict-

ing anchoring spots on the protein surface, and then flexibly

docking a single conformation of the free peptide to each of

the plausible anchoring spots. AnchorDock assumes that pep-

tide recognition is governed by local pre-existing substructures,

further adjusted by the interaction with the protein partner.

Themethod first folds the free peptide in implicit solvent and in

parallel detects preferred binding positions of its amino acids

(AA) on the target protein using ANCHORSmap (Ben-Shimon

and Eisenstein, 2010). Next, a selected peptide conformation

of the free peptide is scattered in different orientations around

each of the anchoring spots detected. This is followed by two

cycles of anchor-driven SAMD simulations in which a single pep-

tide residue is tethered to the location of one of the anchoring

spots that were predetected on the protein surface. Snapshots

along all the different trajectories are merged and clustered

and the representative pose in each cluster is scored to produce

a sorted list of final protein-peptide models. The procedure is

described in detail in the Experimental Procedures and a sche-

matic representation of the procedure is shown in Figure 1.



The Free Peptide Structure Prediction Protocol

In order to determine the input peptide conformation for the

docking, we developed, calibrated, and tested a peptide size-

dependent SAMD-based peptide folding protocol (see Experi-

mental Procedures). The folding protocol and force field

parameters were calibrated in the folding step (rather than using

existing peptide folding methods; e.g. Maupetit et al., 2010) and

then used also in the docking step. Implicit solvent, virtual

hydrogen representation, and a large integration time step of

5 fs were used. A generalized Born OBC model (Onufriev et al.,

2004) in combination with the AMBER96 force field was

chosen based on preliminary tests and in line with previous

studies (Shell et al., 2008; Zhou, 2003). Snapshots along the tra-

jectory were clustered and the 15 lowest potential energies in the

cluster were averaged to score the cluster representative confor-

mation (see Experimental Procedures). This scoring approach

lends weight to conformations that are located in broad energy

basins and are therefore entropically favorable. The same simu-

lation conditions and scoring method are applied at the docking

stage.

The folding protocol was tested on eight peptides for which

solution structures are available from NMR. These peptides are

unrelated to the peptides used for the docking runs and have

varying secondary structure compositions and amino acid sizes

(7–28) (see Table S1). The top-ranking conformation successfully

predicted experimental structures in 7 of 8 cases, with average

backbone root-mean-square deviation (BB-RMSD) of 1.5 ±

0.6 Å (Figure 2). Plots of score versus RMSD were funnel shaped

in all seven cases. In the case of the 12-amino-acids-long trypto-

phan zipper peptide (1LE1), the protocol was able to reasonably

predict the backbone conformation of the peptide (BB-RMSD =

2.6Å), but failed in positioning three of four tryptophan side

chains on the correct side of the folded beta sheet plane, result-

ing in heavy atom RMSD of 6 Å. Similar failure, attributed to the

use of an implicit solvent environment, was observed for the

same peptide in a study that compared the tryptophan packing

capabilities of implicit versus explicit solvent models (Yang and

Pak, 2012).

Detection of Anchoring Spots Using the Multiple Protein

Conformation Approach

The anchoring pocket often pre-exists in the unbound state of

the protein (Li et al., 2004). Yet, in some cases, rearrangements

of constituent atoms occur upon binding. To account for these

cases, we introduce a multiple protein conformation approach

(MPCA) into the anchoring spot calculations. Each unbound pro-

tein is subjected to a short SAMD simulation and snapshots

along the trajectory are clustered to produce several representa-

tive structures, to which ANCHORSmap (Ben-Shimon and Ei-

senstein, 2010) is applied. Anchoring spots detected for a certain

amino acid probe for all the representative structures aremerged

into one energy-sorted list (see Experimental Procedures).

Figure 3 provides a striking example of the benefit of the

MPCA. In the 1T7R complex, the peptide penetrates into an

elongated pocket on the surface of the androgen receptor ligand

binding domain (ARLBD) protein via two phenylalanine residues,

Phe4 and Phe8. This pocket is almost inaccessible in the un-

bound protein conformation because of different rotameric

states of Lys720 andMet734. ANCHORSmap applied to a single

unbound conformation fails to produce high-ranking anchoring
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spots for accommodating Phe4 andPhe8of a peptide, Figure 3A.

However, using the MPCA, the pocket is identified, enabling

ANCHORSmap to accurately detect the binding position of

Phe8 (Cz atom distance of 1.8 Å, ranked 5 over the entire protein

surface). A less accurate detection (Cz atom distance of 5.1 Å,

ranked 9) but still usable for the docking stage prediction was

obtained for Phe4 (Figure 3B).

Testing AnchorDock Performance and Accuracy on an
Unbound Dataset
We tested AnchorDock on the unbound dataset originally estab-

lished by Raveh et al. (2011) and commonly used by others (Li

et al., 2014; Tubert-Brohman et al., 2013). One case was omitted

(2FGR) because the peptide was found to pack as a trimer with

other symmetry-related structures of the crystal lattice, retaining

a set of 13 protein-peptide complexes. The entire peptide length

(rather than the part visible in the solved structure) was used in

the docking in order to maintain minimal knowledge-based inter-

vention. Several measurements were used to estimate the dock-

ing accuracy: RMSD of peptide heavy atoms, backbone, and

backbone of interface residues as described in Raveh et al.

(2011), abbreviated as: H-RMSD, BB-RMSD, and BBi-RMSD,

respectively.

Docking in a Predefined Binding Site
Successful peptide docking using a predefined docking site is a

prerequisite before testing the method on the much more chal-

lenging task of completely blind docking. Accordingly, we first

applied AnchorDock to unbound structures with predefined

binding sites. Automatically detected anchoring spots were

included if they were located within the center of the defined

docking site (6 Å from the superimposed bound peptide) and

were among the top 12.5% of anchoring spots detected over

the entire protein surface. Protein AAs within 12 Å from the

superimposed bound peptide were treated as flexible during

the docking stage.

Initial Peptide Conformation for Docking

We assume that some substructures of the bound peptide

pre-exist also in the free peptide conformations. Indeed,

AnchorDock provided comparable docking results when starting

from either the first or the second top-ranking folded peptide

conformations, with slight overall improvement using the second

conformation (see Table S2). The only exception is case 1RXZ,

for which run was successful when starting from the second

free peptide conformation, but failed when starting from the first

conformation, possibly due to lack of local anchoring motif (Cha-

pados et al., 2004) (see Figure S1). Notably, including both of the

top-ranking conformations (requiring almost twice the computa-

tional effort) was also very successful (rank = 1, BB-RMSD = 1.3).

Both the first- and second-ranking free peptide conformations

have similar average BB-RMSD values (3.7 ± 1.9 and 3.4 ± 1.9,

respectively) with respect to the bound conformation (see Table

S3). The slight improvement when using the second conforma-

tion may be due to the higher stability of the top-ranking peptide

conformation (by 8.1 ± 7.1 kJ on average) possibly requiring

longer simulation time in order to transform toward the bound

conformation. Runs with the second top-ranking conformation

as the input peptide structure are reported in the rest of the

study.
, 929–940, May 5, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 931



Figure 2. Successful Folding of Seven NMR Structures
The first NMRpeptide conformation and the top-ranking predicted peptide conformation are colored green andmagenta, respectively. PDB code (peptide length)

and BB-RMSD values of the predicted conformation are stated. In the corresponding plots, each dot locates the BB-RMSDof the center conformation of a cluster

against the average total potential energy of 15 best scoring conformations in the cluster. For each predicted conformation, rank by energy, rank by cluster size,

and the absolute size of the cluster are shown in magenta. For 1V4Z, the first two amino acids were eliminated from the RMSD calculations. For 1K43, the top two

ranking solutions got similar energies and the lowest RMSD conformation is presented.
AnchorDock Produces Accurate Models among the Top

Ten Predictions when the Binding Site Is Predefined

AnchorDockproduced very accuratemodels (BB-RMSD%2.4 Å)

for at least one of the ten top predictions for 11 of 13 test cases,

with average BB-RMSD of 1.7 ± 0.5Å, retrieving an average of

75% ± 9% of the native contacts. The lowest fraction of native

contacts (Fnat = 54%) was retrieved for 1AWR. Inspection of

the predicted model could not entirely explain this relatively low

Fnat value (Figure S2). In this case, the Fnat values are sensitive

to the cutoff distance, as incrementing the cutoff distance from

5 Å (Mendez et al., 2003) to 5.5 Å results in a 13% increase in

Fnat (Fnat = 67%).
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For the remaining two complexes, 2VJ0 and 2FMF, only

moderately accurate solutions were obtained among the top

ten predictions, with BB-RMSD values of 2.8 Å and 3.4 Å,

respectively (see Figure 4 and Table 1).

In the case of 2FMF, a complex between the bacterial CheY

protein and the CheZ200–214 conserved C-terminal helical

peptide, the peptide is heavily involved in crystal contacts

with an additional symmetry-related protein molecule (see Fig-

ure 5A). By using the structure of the artificial homodimer as a

template for superimposing two native unbound structures

(1JBE), followed by docking, exceptional improvement in the

modeling of the 2FMF peptide conformation was obtained
reserved



Figure 3. Example of the Benefit of Using

MPCA for Detection of Anchoring Spots

The androgen receptor ligand binding domain

(ARLBD) and the bound helical peptide are shown

in wheat and green cartoon, respectively.

(A) The rotameric states of Lys720 and Met734

(numbers according to 1T7R) in the bound (1T7R)

and unbound (2AM9) forms of ARLBD are colored

blue and orange respectively.

(B) The conformations of Lys720 and Met734 of

four representative conformations of ARLBD

generated by SAMD simulation are colored in

shades of cyan. Phenylalanine anchoring spots

and associated ranks, detected using the MPCA,

corresponding to Phe4 and Phe8 of the bound

peptide, are shown in pale magenta and magenta,

respectively.

Figure 4. Docking Results in a Predefined Binding Site

(A) Experimental and predicted peptide binding conformations are shown in

green and orange, respectively, after superimposing the bound and unbound

protein structures. Subtitles beneath each case refer to ranking, BB-RMSD,

and the PDB code of the experimental complex.

(B) Two examples from (A) are shown in the context of the full protein.
(BB-RMSD = 1 Å) (see Figure 5B). This suggests that the peptide

conformation in the 2FMF crystal structure may represent a

nonbiological binding conformation. The fact that the peptide

has two alternative binding modes depending on the experi-

mental space group also hints in this direction (see Figure 5C).

It was suggested that the dual binding mode corresponds to

meta-active and active states of theCheY protein but the authors

could not completely rule out the involvement of artificial crystal

contacts (Guhaniyogi et al., 2006). Our docking results support

the second option.

Comparison with Other Methods that Were Tested on

the Same Dataset

Several methods were applied to the unbound set used here

(Raveh et al., 2011). These include Glide (Tubert-Brohman et al.,

2013), FlexPepDock (Raveh et al., 2011), and paFlexPepDock (Li

et al., 2014), providing the opportunity to compare the perfor-

manceofAnchorDockwithotherdockingmethods.Wecompared

accurate peptide models (BBi-RMSD %2.5 Å) produced among

the list of the top ten predictions, referred to herein as AT10.

Glide, a method restricted to extended peptides of limited

size, was not tested on helical peptides, thus sharing only nine

cases in common with our test set. Glide was able to produce

AT10 in four of nine cases; for the other five cases much higher

RMSD values (BBi-RMSD R3.6 Å) were obtained. AnchorDock

produced AT10 for 9 of 9 nonhelical cases.

FlexPepDock produced AT10 in 7 of 13 cases (average

BBi_RMSD of 2.8 ± 2.5 Å for the entire set); AnchorDock pro-

duced AT10 for 10 of 13 cases, with excellent average BBi-

RMSD of 1.8 ± 0.6 Å for the entire set.

Recently, Li et al. (2014) introduced protein backbone

flexibility into the FlexPepDock scheme. The resulting

paFlexPepDock method produced AT10 in 5 of 8 shared test

cases, with an overall average BBi-RMSD of 2.95 ± 1.33.

Notably, in contrast to FlexPepDock, paFlexPepDock relies on

knowledge from the experimental structure of the complex and

thus cannot be considered ab initio.

Importantly, AnchorDock was the only method that was able

to produce top-ranking accurate predictions for the two most

challenging cases, 1RXZ and 2P54, which involve large and

partly helical peptides: AnchorDock returned solutions ranking

7 and 2, with BBi-RMSD values of 1.3 Å and 2.0 Å for 1RXZ

and 2P54, respectively (see Table 1).
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Completely Blind Peptide Docking
Applying AnchorDock to the Same Dataset but without

Predefining the Binding Site

AnchorDock was first applied to the group of five small proteins

(<90 AA) in the unbound set (1N7F, 1NVR, 1SSH, 1W9E, and

2O9V). The top 12.5% of anchoring spots detected over the

entire surfaces of the proteins were used (this leaves a large

margin of safety for selection of productive anchoring spots;

see Table S5).
, 929–940, May 5, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 933



Table 1. The Unbound Set and Docking Results in a Predefined Binding Site

PDB complex PDB apo Peptide Sequence Rank BB-RMSD H-RMSD BBi-RMSD Fnata

1 1N7F 1N7E ATVRTYSC 1 1.2 1.8 1.2 79

2 1NVRb 2QHN ASVSA 3 1.5 1.8 1.5 80

3 1RXZ 1RWZ KSTQATLERWF 7 1.3 1.9 1.3 76

4 1SSH 1OOT EGPPPAMPARPT 2 1.7 2 1.3 83

5 1T7R 2AM9 SSRFESLFAGEKESR 3 2.1 (1.0) 2.4 (1.4) 2.3 (0.8) 77

6 1W9E 1R6J TNEFYF 8 1.0 3.3 1.0 61

7 2A3I 2AA2 QQKSLLQQLLTE 2 2.4 3.6 1.6 69

8 2FMF 1JBE ASQDQVDDLLDSLGF 5 3.4 4.7 3.1 55

9 2O9V 2O9S VPPPVPPPPS 1 1.7 2 1.5 84

10 2VJ0b 1B9K NPKGWVTFEEEE 2 2.8 3.2 2.4 69

11 1AWR 2ALF HAGPIA 3 1.6 2.1 1.7 54

12 2P54 1I7G ARHKILHRLLQE 2 2.4 3.1 2.0 78

13 2C3I 2J2I ARKRRRHPSGPPTA-NH2 3 2.1 3.1 2.2 78

Peptides amino acids that were not visible in the X-ray structure but included in the docking are emphasized in bold. These amino acids were elim-

inated from the RMSD calculations. RMSD values excluding the first N-terminal amino acid are shown in parentheses.
aFraction of native contacts.
bFor these cases only the relevant peptide binding domain was considered.
AnchorDock produced exceptionally good results (BB-

RMSD%1.7 Å) among the top ten predictions for all these cases

and ranked 4 of 5 cases as 3 or better (Table 2 and Figure 6).

Interestingly, the blind analysis for these five small cases pro-

duced a slight improvement in comparison with the predefined

binding site analysis (possibly due to flexible treatment of the

entire protein): the completely blind prediction produced an

average heavy atom RMSD (H-RMSD) of 1.94 ± 0.26 Å and

average Fnat value of 81% ± 5%, compared with the average

H-RMSD of 2.18 ± 0.63 Å and average Fnat value of 77% ±

9% obtained for the predefined binding site analysis.

Next, we applied AnchorDock to the remaining group of

larger proteins (119–273 AA, 2VJ0, 1AWR, 2A3I, 1RXZ, 1T7R,

2FMF, 2P54, and 2C3I) in the unbound set. For this set, we

included only the top 2.5% of the anchoring spots detected

over the entire protein surface in order to limit the computa-

tional load.

AnchorDock produced accurate predictions for five of eight of

the larger proteins (BB-RMSD %2.2 Å) and ranked four of them

among the top six predictions, including the two challenging

cases (1RXZ and 2P54; Figure 7) with large and partly helical

peptides.

AnchorDock failed to produce a reasonable solution in three

cases (2VJ0, 1AWR, and 2C3I). 2VJ0 and 1AWR are small

enough (119 and 164 AA) so a blind docking run considering

the top 12.5% of anchoring spots was also performed. For

1AWR, this led to an accurate solution (BB-RMSD = 2.3 Å) which

was, however, ranked very low (248) (plot 11 in Figure 6). For

2VJ0, the second docking analysis did not retrieve a reasonable

solution in the final list ofmodels (plot 10 in Figure 6). Note that for

2VJ0, only moderate accuracy was achieved even when the

binding site was predefined.

For 2C3I, the most accurate model produced by AnchorDock

among the final list of solutions, had a BB-RMSD of 4.6 Å and low

ranking of 72, thus failing to produce a reasonable high-resolu-

tion peptide model (plot 13 in Figure 6).
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Overall, AnchorDock produced accurate peptide models

among the top 14 predictions for 10 of 13 of the unbound cases

tested in a fully flexible and completely blind docking analysis. In

some of the cases, the energy versus RMSD plots (Figure 6) are

funnel shaped. In others, sampling is good but scoring is subop-

timal (i.e. plots 9 and 12). It is interesting to note the huge size of

the cluster that corresponds to the best RMSD conformations.

Inclusion of cluster size into the scoring schememay be explored

in the future. Sampling was excellent in all cases except 10

and 13.

Introducing Protein Backbone Flexibility Was Crucial for

Obtaining a Successful Blind Docking Prediction at

Round 29 of the CAPRI Experiment

The critical assessment of prediction of interactions (CAPRI)

community-wide experiment (Janin, 2002) is an excellent and

unbiased platform for evaluating docking methods. Round 29

of CAPRI was dedicated to the prediction of protein-peptide

complexes and included three cases. Among 44 groups partici-

pating in this round, ours was the only one to provide at least

one acceptable model for all three protein-peptide targets. Of

particular interest is target 65 (T65), for which AnchorDock

was the only method to provide an acceptable model. In our

predicted model of T65, a significant conformational change

in the backbone was accompanied by repositioning of a tyro-

sine side chain (RMSD = 4.4 Å) of the protein. The MPCA could

therefore successfully detect a phenylalanine anchoring spot

(sixth top ranking), which was inaccessible in the unbound

conformation of the protein (see Figure 8). This enabled the en-

try of the peptide into its binding site during the docking stage

(for comprehensive analysis of the benefits of MPCA, see Fig-

ure S3 and Table S5).

The unpublished structure of T65, which was kindly provided

to us by Dr. James Keck after the conclusion of CAPRI 29,

confirmed an even larger conformational change than suggested

by our model. We conclude that inclusion of protein flexibility

was essential for the docking success.
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Figure 5. Effect of Crystal Contacts on Peptide Binding and Docking

in the CheY-CheZ200–214 Protein-Peptide Complex

The CheY protein and the bound peptide (2FMF) are shown in surface repre-

sentation and green cartoon, respectively.

(A) Crystal contacts in the 2FMF structure. The bound peptide forms tight

hydrophobic interactions (cyan dotted lines) and two H-bonds (yellow dotted

lines) with an additional protein unit from the lattice (light brown).

(B) The most accurate prediction among the top ten predictions produced by

AnchorDock before (pale pink) and after (magenta) the inclusion of the addi-

tional protein unit shown in (A).

(C) Crystal solved with the primitive orthorhombic P21212 space group (2FMK)

produced peptide binding mode tilted by�30� (pale green) with respect to the

peptide in the 2FMF structure.
DISCUSSION

Our main goal in this study was to develop a general peptide

docking approach that does not rely on prior knowledge

about the structure of the complex. Such a method is appli-

cable to the most challenging problem of a completely blind

docking search over the entire protein surface. The minimum

intervention idea is manifested in the initial state of the

molecules that are used for the docking; we use the apo

structures of the proteins and consider the full peptide

sequence as used in the crystallization (and not just the

part that is visible in the electron density map, as is currently

accepted).

The resolution of Levinthal’s paradox is that proteins do

not sample all possible conformations but rather visit only

selected parts of the conformational space. In the formation

of a molecular complex, local elements may be already avail-

able in the free structures of the molecules and thus parts of

the molecules, rather than the entire molecules, may exhibit
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a lock and key mechanism. The local interactions can involve

as little as a single anchoring residue that packs into its

anchoring spot on the partner’s surface. In AnchorDock,

the tethering of a given residue from the structure of the

free peptide to the computationally predetected anchoring

spot on the protein surface leads to the formation of the

encounter complex, whereas the ongoing molecular dy-

namics simulation further adjusts the final protein-peptide

complex, thus introducing an induced fit in the peptide and

in the protein. Thus, the docking search is confined only to

the most relevant parts of the conformational space, allowing

large surface portions of the flexible protein to be searched

at a reasonable computational cost. Using 76 CPUs, the cal-

culations took between 10 and 60 hr depending on the type

of docking and system size. The overall impressive success

of AnchorDock supports the idea that the initiation of pro-

tein-peptide complexes proceeds via pre-existing local struc-

tural elements.

Testing AnchorDock in a predefined docking site was a pre-

requisite for achieving our main goal of developing a high-reso-

lution, completely blind peptide docking method. AnchorDock

produced peptide models with BBi-RMSD %2.4 Å for 12 of 13

of the cases tested and outperformed all the other methods

that examined the same dataset. In the case of 2FMF, the pre-

dicted model (BB-RMSD = 3.4 Å) was dramatically improved

upon adding an additional protein unit from the crystal lattice,

implying possible involvement of artificial crystal contacts in

the formation of the experimental complex. Flexible peptides

can form stable interactions with flat and exposed surfaces

and therefore tend to make crystal contacts with additional units

from the lattice. This calls for extra precautions when extracting

structural information from crystallographic protein-peptide

complexes.

AnchorDock proved to be highly successful also in the chal-

lenging task of a completely blind docking, producing high-res-

olution peptide models among the top 14 models for 10 of the

13 cases tested. Exceptionally high-ranking accurate results

(rank %3, BB-RMSD %1.7 Å) were obtained for four of five

small proteins. Highly accurate results (BB-RMSD %2.2 Å)

were obtained also for five of six of the largest proteins in the

dataset (241–273 AA). Of the three failed cases (2VJ0, 1AWR,

and 2C3I, numbered 10, 11, and 13), two (2VJ0, 1AWR) are

medium-sized proteins. For these two cases, even the inclusion

of more anchoring spots did not significantly improve the re-

sults. For 1AWR, the failure was due to scoring, while for

2VJ0 and 2C3I, sampling did not produce near-native

conformations.

Overall, the scoring approach was rather successful, which is

very challenging when the combined effect of peptide binding at

different regions of the protein, as well as the structural rear-

rangements of the protein need to be taken into account.

AnchorDock considered the potential energy of the entire simu-

lated system, averaged over the best scoring conformations in

each cluster.

AnchorDock expands the current scope of the peptide dock-

ing field by allowing fully blind and flexible docking of peptides

to their target protein, as illustrated both by the completely blind

docking set and by successful performance in the CAPRI pep-

tide docking experiment.
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Table 2. Acceptable Models Obtained in the Completely Blind Docking Test

PDB complex PDB apo Protein sizea Rank BB-RMSD H-RMSD BBi-RMSD Fnatb

1 1N7F 1N7E 79 1 0.9 1.6 0.9 82

2 1NVRc 2QHN 88 3 1.4 1.8 1.4 88

3 1RXZ 1RWZ 245 6 1.3 2.1 1.3 74

4 1SSH 1OOT 58 3 1.7 2.3 1.4 77

5 1T7R 2AM9 248 14 2.2 (1.0) 2.5 (1.6) 2.4 (0.7) 81

6 1W9E 1R6J 79 8 0.9 2.0 0.9 77

7 2A3I 2AA2 241 1 2.0 3.4 1.2 81

8 2FMFd 1JBE 256 3 1.5 2.0 1.4 82

9 2O9V 2O9S 67 1 1.5 2.0 1.4 80

10 2VJ0c 1B9K 119 Failed

11 1AWR 2ALF 164 248 2.3 3.2 2.3 57

12 2P54 1I7G 259 4 2.2 3.3 2.1 73

13 2C3I 2J2I 273 Failed
aNumber of amino acids of the protein.
bFraction of native contacts.
cFor these cases only the relevant peptide binding domain was considered.
dAn artificial unbound homodimer was constructed and used for docking.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Detailed Description of the AnchorDock Algorithm

AnchorDock consists of four main steps, which are schematically described in

Figure 1 and described below.

Initial Preparation of the Molecules and Docking Site Definition

Docking tests were performed on proteins in their unbound state. Coordi-

nates were downloaded from the PDB (Bernstein et al., 1977), heteroatoms

were eliminated, and missing atoms were added with the swisspdb viewer

(http://spdbv.vital-it.ch/). Truncated or missing parts along the protein

chain were not modeled and the terminal amino acid was frozen during

the simulations. Using PyMOL (http://www.pymol.org/), the full-length amino

acid sequence as used in the crystallographic experiment was used to build

an initial extended peptide conformation, even if the peptide was only

partially visible. For the 2FMF complex, we also constructed the struc-

ture of an artificial unbound homodimer by applying crystal symmetry oper-

ations (in PyMOL) to the complex, superimposing the unbound monomer

(1JBE) on each subunit of the template homodimer, followed by energy

minimization.

For predefined binding site docking, AAs that contain at least one heavy

atom located at a distance less than 12 Å from any heavy atom of the

bound peptide are defined as the first shell. Two additional shells, which

are kept frozen during the simulations, are determined in the case of the

predefined binding site analysis. The second shell contains AAs located at

a distance ranging from 12 Å to 17 Å from the bound peptide and the third

shell includes all remaining AAs of the protein. During the simulations,

nonbonded interactions are considered only between the first and second

shells. In the case of 2AM9, the elimination of the natively embedded testos-

terone molecule from the core of the protein caused unstable simulations.

Therefore, for this system, reduced first and second shell cutoffs of 10 Å

and 15 Å, respectively, were used in order to minimize the flexible regions

at the protein core. Similarly, in the completely blind docking test, all protein

AAs surrounding the testosterone binding site (less than 4 Å from the bound

testosterone) were kept frozen during the simulation for the 2AM9 system.

Note that inclusion of small molecules during the simulations requires atomic

and Born radii parameterizations, which is beyond the scope of the current

study.

Folding the Free Peptide and Detection of Anchoring Spots

This step includes two separate procedures: a peptide structure prediction

analysis and detection of potential anchoring spots on the target protein.
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Peptide Structure Prediction Analysis

Starting from an extended conformation, peptides were subjected to SAMD

simulation using infinite cutoffs; snapshots were saved every 1 ps. The simu-

lation consists of a peptide size-dependent basic annealing protocol, which is

repeated a number of times depending on the peptide length (see Figure S4).

At the end of each SAMD simulation, snapshots along the trajectory were clus-

tered and scored (see the section on Clustering and Scoring).

Detection of Anchoring Spots

To obtain representative structures for the MPCA, each unbound protein was

first subjected to SAMD simulation of 1 ns applying annealing protocol 4 (see

Table S4) and allowing flexibility of the entire protein. Snapshots along the tra-

jectory (every 0.5 ps) at a temperature range of 285–295 K were clustered

based on backbone atoms. The cutoff was chosen so as to produce at least

three to four clusters with a minimal size of 15 structures per cluster (see sec-

tion on Clustering and Scoring). Anchoring spots detected for a certain amino

acid probe and for all the representative structures were merged as follows:

the top-ranking anchoring spot was selected, and all anchoring spots within

2.5 Å radius were eliminated. The procedure was repeated to produce a final

merged list of anchoring spots for the unbound structure of the protein.

Anchoring spots that were found at a distance shorter than 5 Å from any small

molecule atom that was solved with the unbound protein structure were

eliminated.

The AAs that comprise the full-length peptide are used as probes. Currently

ANCHORSmap does not include probes for small AAs that have low propen-

sity to be hot spots (Gly, Cys, Ala, Ser, Thr) (Bogan and Thorn, 1998). A proline

probe is also not included since it uniquely includes backbone atoms. Thus for

Pro and Ala, a Val probewas used, for Cys aMet probewas used, andGly, Ser,

and Thr were not included in the ANCHORSmap calculations. For the carbox-

ylic termini of the peptide, an Asp probe was used.

Scattering a Selected Peptide Conformation in Different

Orientations around the Anchoring Spots Detected

A representative atom that defines the single point location of the anchoring

spot was defined for each amino acid probe. Similarly, for each residue type

on the peptide, an atom was defined for targeting the peptide to the anchoring

spot during the simulation (see Table S6 for a list of amino acid residues/

probes and their representative atoms). Next, we defined a reference normal

on the protein surface starting from the anchoring spot and pointing away

from the surface. This is done by taking the opposite normal generated by con-

necting the anchoring spot to the centroid of the protein atoms surrounding it in

a radius of 10 Å. Similarly, a normal along the peptide structure is calculated by

connecting the peptide atom that is about to be targeted to the anchoring spot
reserved
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Figure 6. Score versus BB-RMSD for the Completely Blind Docking Test

Each dot represents the central conformation of a cluster and the average score (total potential energy) for the 15 best scoring conformations in that cluster. Plots

are numbered according to Table 2 and show the results reported in Table 2 as red dots, with the result’s rank by scoring, rank of cluster by size, and the size of the

cluster in parentheses.
during the simulation to the centroid of all the peptide atoms surrounding it

in a radius of 10 Å. Next, the two normals are aligned and the peptide is

rotated in 36� intervals to form ten different peptide rotations around each

anchoring spot.
Anchor-Driven Simulations Followed by Clustering and Scoring

This step includes two distinct cycles of anchor-driven SAMD simulations,

each followed by clustering and scoring procedures. Heating and cooling

times and temperatures are detailed in Table S4. The first SAMD simulation

(750 ps) reduces the large number of different peptide conformations initially

scattered on the protein surface to a selected list of peptide binding confor-

mations, which are then subjected to a longer (5000 ps) and more refined

second set of SAMD simulations. For the first SAMD cycle, annealing proto-

col 1 was used unless the peptide was short (less than 7 AA) and then an-
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nealing protocol 2 was used instead. For the second SAMD cycle, annealing

protocol 3 (see Table S4) was used repetitively five times for a total of 5 ns

simulation. The two SAMD cycles have nonbonded interactions cutoff values

of 15 Å and 18 Å, respectively. Snapshots along the docking simulations

were saved every 0.5 ps and the atom neighboring list was updated every

five steps.

The number of peptide models to be selected for the second SAMD cycle

(Nsm) is taken as the square root of the total number of peptide conformations

initially scattered at the beginning of the first SAMD cycle (Nconf) (Equation 1):

Nsm =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nconf

p
: (Equation 1)

We find that the square root of Nconf balances effectively between computa-

tional time and inclusion of near-native models in the case of the predefined

binding site docking analysis. However, in the case of the completely blind
, 929–940, May 5, 2015 ª2015 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 937



Figure 7. An Example of Anchoring Spots and Top-Ranking Models

Obtained in a Completely Blind Docking Test

Protein and bound peptide are shown in surface representation and green

cartoon, respectively. The top six peptide models including the near-native

peptide model and its rank are colored in pink and magenta, respectively. The

top 2.5% of anchoring spots are shown as spheres colored according to the

amino acid probe used (Arg, blue; Glu and Asp, red; Gln, dark green; Ile, Leu,

and Ala, yellow; Lys, cyan; Phe, orange; Trp, brown; His, light purple).

(A) The PCNA-FEN-1 protein-peptide complex (1RXZ).

(B) The PPAR alpha-SRC1 protein-peptide complex (2P54).

Figure 8. The Predicted Model of Target 65 in CAPRI Competition

Round 29 Suggests Conformational Change of the Protein Back-

bone in the Peptide Binding Region
The relevant part of the initial unbound structure (2RN2) and the corresponding

part in the predictedmodel are colored in green and pale blue respectively. The

sixth top-ranking anchoring spot detected using the MPCA is shown as a

magenta sphere.
docking analysis, the false-positive predictions rate is expected to rise consid-

erably in a protein size-dependentmanner. Thus, for the completely blind anal-

ysis, the size of the protein was also taken into account and Nsm is determined

according to Equation 2:

Nsm =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nconf

p
$
Naaprotein

110
; (Equation 2)

where Naaprotein is the number of AAs of the protein and it is divided by a con-

stant amino acid size of a representative small- to medium-sized protein. With

this equation, the influence of protein size on Nsm grows linearly for proteins

larger than 110 AA and is reduced for smaller ones.

SAMD

SAMD simulations were performed with the GROMACS package version 4.5

(Pronk et al., 2013), in implicit solvent conditions (generalized Born, OBC),

the AMBER96 force field and virtual hydrogen representation, and integration

time step of 5 fs. During the simulations, bondswere constrainedwith the Lincs

algorithm using Lincs order and iterations of 2 and 6, respectively, in order to

eliminate the possibility of the ‘‘flying ice cube’’ phenomenon (Harvey et al.,

1998). The temperature was controlled with the V-rescale thermostat and

energy minimization was applied before each simulation using conjugate

gradient until the maximal force was below 1 KJ/mol or when no change in
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energy occurred. There are several levels of complexity in dealing with proton-

ation states of histidine residues (Ben-Shimon et al., 2013). Here, we took the

simplest approach: in the unbound proteins, protonation states were deter-

mined automatically by GROMACS. For peptides, by default, all histidine res-

idues were treated as neutral with the hydrogen located on the Nd nitrogen

atom. Whenever flexibility of AA on the protein side was mentioned in this

study, it was maintained by allowing free movement of all AA atoms apart

from the nitrogen backbone atom, which is allowed to freely move within a

radius of 1.5 Å and constrained by a distance restraint potential from moving

further away. We used the distance restraint potential function available in

the GROMACS package applying values of 0, 0.15, 1.5, and 250 for the low,

low1, up2, and fac parameters, respectively. For the peptides, both in the

folding and the docking analysis, no restraints were used apart from constrain-

ing a single peptide atom to the anchoring spot location during the docking

simulations, allowing free radius of 5 Å and distance restraint values of 0,

0.5, 1.5, and 10 for the low, low1, up2, and fac parameters, respectively.

Clustering and Scoring

Clustering of trajectories was performed with GROMACS package version 4.5

using the gromos method and a backbone atom RMSD matrix. Clusters con-

taining less than 15 structures were eliminated. The central structure for each

remaining cluster was scored based on the average energy (potential energy of

the entire system) of the 15 best energy conformations in the cluster.

In the peptide structure prediction analysis, only snapshots at a temperature

range of ±5 K from the temperature used in the NMR experiment were consid-

ered for clustering and the structures were superimposed based on backbone

atoms. In line with the peptide size-dependent approach of the free structure

prediction protocol, both the backbone RMSD cutoff (RmsC) used for building

the RMSD matrix as well as the matrix size (MatS), depend on the peptide

length (Naa) and were determined according to Equations 3 and 4,

respectively:

RmsC= 0:073Naa; (Equation 3)

MatS= 10003Naa: (Equation 4)
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In the peptide docking procedure, snapshots among all trajectories at a tem-

perature range of 285–295 K were collected and superimposed based on the

protein backbone atoms. In the first clustering step, only the last 50 ps (from a

total of 750 ps) of each trajectory were considered and for the second clus-

tering step, only the first 70 ps (from a total of 5000 ps) were omitted. For build-

ing the backbone RMSDmatrix, cutoff values of 2.5 Å and 2.0 Å were used for

the first and second clustering steps, respectively.

Fraction of Native Contacts

Protein-peptide AA pairs in which one of their atoms was located in a distance

shorter than 5 Å were considered as native contact, as in Mendez et al. (2003).
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